Abstract. We investigate the common underlying discrete structures for various smooth and discrete nets. The main idea is to impose the characteristic properties of the nets not only on elementary quadrilaterals but also on larger parameter rectangles. For discrete planar quadrilateral nets, circular nets, Q * -nets and conical nets we obtain a characterization of the corresponding discrete multi-nets. In the limit these discrete nets lead to some classical classes of smooth surfaces. Furthermore, we propose to use the characterized discrete nets as discrete extensions for the nets to obtain structure preserving subdivision schemes.
Introduction
The aim of discrete differential geometry is to find discrete analogs of notions and methods from classical smooth differential geometry. Different discretizations of smooth parametrized surfaces are one particular instance of discrete differential geometry that have been studied from a purely mathematical as well as an applied perspective. The different structure of smooth parameter lines is reflected in particular properties of the corresponding discrete quadrilateral nets.
In this article we derive a common framework that allows us to characterize surface patches by a purely discrete approach. Our guiding idea is:
Characterize the smooth surface patches by the structure of the underlying discrete net. The idea of the characterizations is to study smooth and discrete nets that satisfy a characteristic property not only for elementary quadrilaterals, but for arbitrary parameter rectangles. This leads to discrete nets which easily yield well known smooth surfaces classes in the limit: discrete planar quadrilateral nets lead to projective translation surfaces (cf. [12] ), circular nets lead to isothermic channel surfaces (cf. Theorem 7.8), and conical nets lead to surfaces with planar principal curvature lines (cf. Theorem 8.7). The unique benefits of the chosen perspective are:
• The point of view of discrete differential geometry provides clear view on the structure and leads to surface classes of classical smooth differential geometry.
• The proofs of the Theorems are based on classical geometry and elementary observations on planar quadrilateral nets.
• The chosen approach has applications to structure preserving/geometry respecting subdivision schemes and gives a unified perspective on smooth extensions of discrete nets, see Figure 1 . In previous work we have studied different kinds of extensions of discrete nets by suitable surface patches. This has led to the extensions of circular nets by Dupin cyclide patches [4] , of discrete asymptotic nets by hyperboloid patches [19] , and of discrete conjugate nets by supercyclide patches [5] . All the surface patches used for the extensions, i.e., Dupin cyclide, hyperboloid, and supercyclide surface patches, are the "simplest" non-trivial surfaces contained in the corresponding smooth surface classes that are characterized by the multi-nets (cf. Theorems 4.2, 7.8, 8.7, 10.3 and 10.5).
From the Klein perspective on geometry, all these surfaces "live" in the corresponding subgeometries of projective geometry. For most of the article we will use elementary representations of the nets in Euclidean 3-space. In Section 6 we provide the characterization of nets in quadrics that can also be used with the appropriate models of Möbius and Laguerre geometries to classify circular and conical nets, respectively.
Related work. Discrete nets with planar quadrilateral faces have already been introduced by Sauer [23] as discrete analogs of surfaces parametrized along conjugate directions. Modern investigations of these nets concentrate either on the integrable structure of these nets [9, 14] or on architectural applications [22, 26] and the design of nets with prescribed structure [11, 24] .
For surfaces parametrized along principal curvature lines there exist two established discretizations in discrete differential geometry, namely circular and conical nets. These nets have interesting properties from the purely mathematical point of view [7, 9] but have also found various applications in the context of architectural geometry [2, 3, 15, 21] .
In the smooth setting Degen [12] studied parametrized surfaces with the property, that every parameter rectangle is planar. He showed that this property characterizes projective translation surfaces. If additionally, the dual condition holds, i.e., the tangent planes at the surface points of a parameter rectangle intersect in a point, then the surfaces are projective translation surfaces created from planar curves. In this and a subsequent paper [13] he points out applications of these surfaces in Computer Aided Geometric Design.
Our work on discrete extensions of discrete nets is a contribution towards interpolatory subdivision. An interpolatory subdivision scheme for triangle meshes which achieves C 1 smoothness in the limit for topologically regular meshes is the butterfly scheme by Dyn, Gregory and Levin [16] . Zorin et al. [27] derived an improved scheme which retains the simplicity of the butterfly scheme and results in smoother surfaces. A simple interpolatory scheme for quadrilateral nets with arbitrary topology that generates C 1 surfaces in the limit, has been presented by Kobbelt [20] . All these are linear and local schemes which compute the positions of the new points using affine combinations of nearby points from the unrefined net. There has also been research on nonlinear interpolatory subdivision. There, the main question has been smoothness analysis, which in most cases has been accomplished by proximity to linear schemes [17] . We are not aware of research on structure preserving subdivision except for algorithms which combine subdivision with numerical optimization [21] . Very recently we became aware of research by Vaxman et al. [25] on interpolatory subdivision that commutes with Möbius transformations.
Notation and preliminaries. We use different fonts to distinguish points p ∈ RP n or surfaces x : [0, 1] 2 → RP n from the corresponding homogeneous coordinates p ∈ R n+1 and x : [0, 1] 2 → R n+1 , respectively. The values of discrete nets x : Z 2 → RP n are denoted by lower indices, i.e., x i,j := x(i, j). Upper indices are used for directions, e.g., y 1 i,j for the Laplace point of the first direction in the discrete case or L u f and L v f for the corresponding smooth Laplace transforms of a parametrized surface patch with parameters u and v. The Laplace transforms of a smooth surface f : [0, 1] 2 → RP 3 parametrized along conjugate directions are given by:
where a, b, c satisfy the Laplace equation:
The Laplace transforms of a surface are also known as the focal surfaces of the two tangent congruences. If the Laplace transform L u f degenerates to a curve, then all the u-tangents along a v-curve intersect in a point. Hence the v-curves are silhouette curves of the surface (imagine a point light on the Laplace transform curve). The rest of the article is organized as follows. We start with planar quadrilateral nets and their duals in Sections 2 to 4. Then we investigate the structure of smooth extensions using different kinds of projective translation surface patches in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe multi-nets in quadrics, which can be used to investigate circular and conical nets and their generation in the sense of F. Klein's Erlangen Program. The discretizations of principal curvature lines as circular and conical nets are treated in Sections 7 and 8. In Section 9 we propose the discrete extension of discrete nets, that will lead to the smooth extensions in the smooth limit. Finally, in Section 10 we extend the investigations from nets to line congruences and obtain characterizations of multi-line congruences in Lie and Plücker geometries.
Q-nets
In this section we introduce discrete Q-and multi-Q-nets and characterize multi-Qnets in RP n . In Theorem 2.4 we prove equivalent characterizations of multi-Q-nets. In particular we show that multi-Q-nets are discrete projective translation surfaces.
Surface parametrizations along conjugate directions have the property that infinitesimal parameter rectangles are planar. This leads to the following natural definition of discrete conjugate nets. Definition 2.1. A 2-dimensional discrete conjugate net or Q-net is a map x : Z 2 → RP n such that the points x i,j , x i+1,j , x i+1,j+1 , x i,j+1 are coplanar.
Remark 2.2. We will always assume that all data is in general position, without specifying this explicitly in our statements and reasonings. In particular, in the following theorem it will be assumed, that the strips of the Q-net are not contained in a plane. The vertices of a generic elementary quadrilateral of a Q-net satisfy the Laplace equation:
− c x i,j for some a, b, c = 0. The coefficients a, b, c may be used to obtain normalized homogeneous coordinatesx such thatx i+1,j+1 =x i+1,j +x i,j+1 −x i,j Using the Laplace equations above, we obtain the intersection points of opposite pairs of edges
The points y 1 = [y 1 ] and y 2 = [y 2 ] are called Laplace points (see Figure 2) , where the superscript denotes the direction of the opposite pair of edges. The nets y 1 i,j and y 2 i,j generated by the Laplace points are called the Laplace transforms of the Q-net. We will now define and investigate discrete nets with planar parameter quadrilaterals similar to the nets investigated in [12] in the smooth case. Definition 2.3. A 2-dimensional multi-Q-net is a map x : Z 2 → RP n such that for every i 0 = i 1 and j 0 = j 1 the coordinate quadrilateral
An example of such a net is shown in Figure 3 (left), which is a Euclidean translation net generated from two planar polygons. Theorem 2.4. Let x : Z 2 → RP n be a Q-net in RP n . Then the following are equivalent (i) x is a multi-Q-net.
(ii) Every two parameter lines of x of the same direction are in perspective with respect to a point. (iii) Every two neighboring discrete parameter lines of x are in perspective with respect to a point. (iv) There exist two discrete curves p : Z → R n+1 and q : Z → R n+1 , and a point x 00 ∈ R n+1 such that
x is a Q-net whose two Laplace transforms degenerate to curves.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): So assume that x is a multi-Q-net. Then generically, the points of two neighboring quadrilaterals span a 3-dimensional subspace. Consider the lines 1 j = span{x i,j , x i+1,j } spanned by the edges in first net direction as shown in Figure 4 (left). Since the quadrilaterals are planar, the lines 1 j and 1 j+1 intersect. Additionally, the lines assumption, the three lines intersect in one point. This is the common Laplace point
. Hence all Laplace points of a (generic) strip coincide and the parameter lines x(i, ·) and x(i + 1, ·) are in perspective with respect to the Laplace point y 1 i := y 1 i,j of the coordinate strip as shown in Figure 4 .
(ii) ⇒ (iii): Obvious. (iii) ⇒ (i): Assume that every two neighboring parameter polygons are in perspective with respect to a point. Then the lines spanned by the edges across the coordinate strips intersect in the center of the perspectivity (see Figure 4 , left). So all parameter rectangles (x i,j , x i,j+k , x i+1,j+k , x i+1,j ) and (x i,j , x i+k,j , x i+k,j+1 , x i,j+1 ) along coordinate strips are planar. In particular, x is a Q-net. Now consider a 2 × 2 piece of the net as shown in Figure 4 . We need to show that the lines g 1 j = span{x i,j , x i+2,j }, g 1 j+1 = span{x i,j+1 , x i+2,j+1 }, g 1 j+2 = span{x i,j+2 , x i+2,j+2 } intersect in a point. The line h connecting the two Laplace points y 1 i,j and y 1 i+1,j is contained in the three planes spanned by (x i,j , x i+1,j , x i+2,j ), (x i,j+1 , x i+1,j+1 , x i+2,j+1 ), and (x i,j+2 , x i+1,j+2 , x i+2,j+2 ), respectively. Since the strip rectangles are planar, the lines
j+2 have to lie on the line h connecting the two Laplace points. Hence p j = g j+1 ∩h = p j+1 and the quadrilateral (x i,j , x i+2,j , x i+2,j+2 , x i,j+2 ) is planar. This implies the planarity of abitrary parameter rectangles and thus x is a multi-Q-net.
(i) ⇒ (iv): Let x be a multi-Q-net. Then for an elementary quadrilateral of x there exist homogeneous coordinates x for the vertices and the two Laplace points y 1 , y 2 such that
x i+1,j+1
x i+2,j+1
x i,j+2
x i+1,j+2
x i+2,j+2 Hence x i+1,j+1 = x i,j + y 1 i,j + y 2 i,j . Since the Laplace points are unique for entire coordinate strips in the net, we find coordinates such that
for all j, and =0 y 2 we obtain the desired representation of the net x for non-negative i and j. This proves the desired structure for the positive orthant. By the same arguments, the polygons p and q can easily be extended to the other three orthants.
(iv) ⇒ (v): If x is a projective translation surface, then there exist p i and q j , such that x = p i + q j . But then Laplace transforms are given by
So the Laplace transforms degenerate to the curves
: Let x be a Q-net with degenerate Laplace transforms y 1 i and y 2 j . Then all the lines spanned by the edges (x i,j , x i+1,j ) (resp. (x i,j , x i,j+1 )) pass through the common Laplace point y 1 i (resp. y 2 j ). Thus neighboring parameter lines are in perspective with respect to the corresponding Laplace points.
Geometrically, this means, that for multi-Q-nets, there exist homogeneous coordinates for the vertices in R n+1 , such that all the faces are parallelograms.
If all parameter quadrilaterals of a smooth surface are planar, then two parameter curves of one of the two families are in perspective with respect to a point. In the limit, this implies, that the Laplace transforms degenerate to curves. These surfaces with degenerate Laplace transforms have been characterized and they turn out to be projective translation surfaces (see [10] , or [12, Sect. 2] for a proof). A parameter line of one direction with the property, that all tangents of the other direction intersect in one point, i.e., lie on a cone, is called a silhouette line.
Cauchy problem. As a consequence of the above theorem we can read off the initial data needed for the construction of a multi-Q-net.
Homogeneous initial data. Given the two degenerate Laplace transform curves y 1 , y 2 : Z → R 4 and an initial point x 00 ∈ R 4 . Then there exists a unique multi-Q-net x : Z 2 → RP 3 given by equation (1) . Projective initial data. Given the two Laplace transformed curves y 1 , y 2 ∈ RP 3 and an initial point x 00 ∈ RP 3 . Then this will not define a unique multi-Q-net, since the combination of Laplace transform and initial point fixes a line, but not a point on this line. So we need an extra scalar value (mimicking the homogeneous coordinate) for the edges of the coordinate axes x ·,j and x i,· to obtain a unique multi-Q-net.
To avoid this extra scalar function on the coordinate axes, we can prescribe two quadrilateral coordinate strips satisfying the perspectivity property of Theorem 2.4 (iii) for the construction of multi-Q-nets in RP 3 , see Figure 5 .
Q * -nets
Looking at elementary quadrilaterals, 2-dimensional Q-and Q * -nets in RP 3 are just dual descriptions of similar objects, i.e., every Q-net defines a Q * -net and vice versa. Hence the statements proved in the previous section may easily be translated to Q * -nets.
Once the definition is extended to parameter rectangles, Q-and Q * -nets become distinct and reveal different properties. Definition 3.2. A 2-dimensional multi-Q * -net is a map P : Z 2 → {planes in RP 3 } such that the four planes P i 0 ,j 0 , P i 1 ,j 0 , P i 1 ,j 1 , P i 0 ,j 1 intersect.
Since we are considering nets in RP 3 , points and planes are dual to each other and lines are dual to lines, e.g., lines generated by two points are dual to planes intersecting in a line. For neighboring quadrilaterals of a Q * -net we obtain the following statement dual to Theorem 2.4. We omit some of the equivalent statements, since their dual formulation is less intuitive and we will not use them in the following. Theorem 3.3. Let P : Z 2 → {planes in RP 3 } be a generic Q * -net. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) P is a multi-Q * -net.
(ii) P has planar parameter lines.
Proof. (i) is dual to Theorem 2.4 (i) and (ii) is dual to Theorem 2.4 (ii). Hence the proof follows by duality in RP 3 .
Smooth surfaces parameterized along conjugate directions have the property that the tangent planes of an infinitesimal parameter rectangle intersect in a point. Furthermore, a smooth surface parametrized by conjugate directions such that the tangent planes of arbitrary parameter rectangles intersect has planar parameter lines. This follows easily from taking appropriate limits of the discrete mulit-Q * -nets. A detailed description of the smooth case is given in [12] .
(Q + Q * )-nets
In the smooth setting, parametrizations along conjugate directions satisfy the Q-net and the Q * -net property infinitesimally. In the discrete case, this leads to a family of nets classified in the following theorem. 
If we assume, that neither all Laplace points of one direction nor all parameter line planes of one direction coincide, we obtain the desired configuration of Laplace points and coordinate planes.
If, for example, all the coordinate lines of one direction lie in one plane, e.g. Y 1 j = const, then the entire net is planar. If, dually, all Laplace points of one direction coincide, then the net is a cone whose unique Laplace point of this direction is the apex.
These nets can be constructed from two initial planar polygons and two linear families of Laplace points on the respective planes. An example of such a net is shown in Figure 6 . All the points of the example net lie on a supercyclide, as the two Laplace transforms of an arbitrary supercyclide are contained in two lines.
Smooth surfaces whose Laplace transforms are degenerate curves contained in a line are called D-surfaces and were studied in [12, 13] . In particular, parametrized surface patches x : G ⊂ R 2 → RP 3 with the following two properties: 
Piecewise smooth extension by projective translation surfaces
Projective translation surface patches are the basis of our piecewise smooth extension. These surfaces include but are not limited to Dupin cyclides and supercyclides. Previously, we have used these two families of surfaces to construct piecewise smooth extensions of discrete nets (see [4, 5] ).
In other words, there exists a choice of homogeneous coordinates for a projective translation surface such that it is a euclidean translation surface in R 4 . The following theorem provides two equivalent characterizations of projective translation surfaces.
3 be a parametrized surface patch which is not contained in a plane. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Every parameter rectangle of f is planar.
(2) The parameter lines of f are conjugate and the Laplace transforms degenerate to curves. (3) The surface patch is part of a projective translation surface.
5.1.
Adapted projective translation patch. We define a projective translation surface patch adapted to a planar quadrilateral and derive the necessary initial data to determine it uniquely. Definition 5.3. Let x 00 , x 10 , x 11 , x 01 ∈ RP 3 be a planar quadrilateral in RP 3 and f : [0, 1] 2 → RP 3 be a projective translation surface patch. Then the patch is adapted to the quadrilateral if the four corners of the patch coincide with the corners of the quadrilateral, i.e.
f (i, j) = x ij , for i, j ∈ {0, 1}.
The following Lemma characterizes the necessary and sufficient data that uniquely determines an adapted projective translation surface patch. 
3 be four curves with p j (i) = q i (j) = x i,j for i, j ∈ {0, 1} such that p 0 and p 1 (q 0 and q 1 ) are in perspective with respect to y 2 (resp. y 1 ). Then there exists a unique adapted projective translation surface patch f :
Proof. The two pairs of opposite curves fix a unique homogeneous coordinate for the entire projective translation surface in the following way: Since the points of opposite curves p 0 and p 1 , resp. q 0 and q 1 , are in perspective with respect to y 2 resp. y 1 , we may choose coordinates in R 4 such that:
, and
The unique projective translation surface patch is then given by
5.2.
Continuous join of neighboring patches. We will discuss the smoothness of two projective translation surface patches joined along a common parameter curve. In our previous investigations of smooth extensions of discrete circular, asymptotic, and conjugate nets we considered tangent plane continuity. In case of projective translation surface patches, the tangent planes are spanned by the surface point f (u, v) and the two Laplace
The Laplace transforms of projective translation surfaces are curves, i.e.,
Proposition 5.5. Let f 00 , f 10 : [0, 1] 2 → RP 3 be two projective translation surface patches with a common coordinate curve f 00 (1, v) = f 10 (0, v). Then the two surface patches have the same tangent planes along the common curve if and only if the two pairs of boundary curves f 00 (u, 0) and f 10 (u, 0) resp. f 00 (u, 1) and f 10 (u, 1) have a common tangent at f 00 (1, 0) = f 10 (0, 0) resp. f 00 (1, 1) = f 10 (0, 1).
Proof. As noted above, the tangent planes are the planes that contain the surface point and the two Laplace points. Since the Laplace transforms degenerate to curves for projective translation surfaces, all u-tangents (tangents in u-direction) along a v-curve intersect in a single Laplace point. This Laplace point is already determined by two of the u-tangents. Thus the Laplace point L u f 00 (1, v) = L u f 01 (0, v) in u-direction of the two patches along the common v-curve coincide, since they are the intersection of the common u-tangents at f 00 (1, 0) = f 10 (0, 0) and f 00 (1, 1) = f 10 (0, 1).
Since the v-tangents along the common v-curve also coincide we obtain that the tangent planes spanned by these tangents and the unique Laplace point L u f 00 (1, v) = L u f 01 (0, v) are equal for the two patches along their common curve.
5.3.
Smooth extensions with planar parameter curves. We want to show that the extension of Q-nets with supercyclidic patches is a special case of the proposed extension with projective translation surface patches. Hence we restrict to the family of surfaces with planar parameter curves. We observe, that the Laplace transforms of projective translation surfaces with planar parameter curves not only degenerate to curves, but are contained in a line. Furthermore, the supporting planes of the parameter lines of each family pass through the two lines containing the Laplace transforms. Hence these surfaces are D-surfaces. Moreover, if the Laplace transforms are parametrized by a quadratic rational function, then the resulting surface is a supercyclide. In the discrete setting these are discrete (Q + Q * )-nets characterized by Theorem 4.1. For these surfaces it is possible to formulate a Cauchy type problem for the piecewise smooth extension in the following way.
Cauchy problem for planar parameter curves. Consider a Q-net x : Z 2 → RP 3 with the following additional data: Claim: There exists a unique piecewise smooth extension with projective translation surface patches with planar parameter lines such that the surface contains the curves c x and c y and the parameter lines at the edges lie in the prescribed planes P x and P y .
Proof. We will first show that the curves and the planes define two line congruences that will be the tangents to the boundary curves of the projective translational surface patches. Consider the quadrilateral based at x 00 with the initial data as shown in Figure 8 . Then we project the boundary curves c x and c y from the respective Laplace points onto the planes P x (1) and P y (1) to obtain the opposite boundary curves. Then by Lemma 5.4 we obtain a unique adapted projective translational surface path bounded by these curves. The tangents of the projected curves at the vertex x 11 define the planes at the next edges x 11 x 21 and x 11 x 12 , respectively. Hence we can continue to project the curves c x and c y onto the newly defined planes. By construction, the tangents of consecutive pairs of boundary curves coincide along the coordinate polylines. Hence by Proposition 5.5 the tangent planes of neighboring patches coincide along common boundary curves.
In previous work we constructed supercyclide patches adapted to Q-nets (see [5] ). The data prescribed in case of supercyclides is equivalent to the prescription of the four curves of Lemma 5.4.
x 00 x 10 x 20 x 30
x 01
x 02
x 03 Figure 8 . Cauchy data for the construction of a piecewise smooth extension of a Q-net by projective translation surface patches with planar parameter lines.
Corollary 5.6. Let Q ⊂ RP 3 be a planar quadrilateral with Laplace points y 1 and y 2 .
3 be four conic arcs with p j (i) = q i (j) = x i,j for i, j ∈ {0, 1} such that p 0 and p 1 (q 0 and q 1 ) are in perspective with respect to the Laplace points y 2 (resp. y 1 ). Then there exists a unique adapted supercyclide patch f :
Proof. For the given initial data there exists a unique projective translation surface patch.
For the supercyclide patch we follow the construction of adapted SC-patches in [5, Sect. 4]: The pairs of opposite conic arcs define the two line congruences. The two tangents at the vertex x 11 are the unique lines that are defined by the tangents to the curves at the vertices of the coordinate axes. Then the two conic arcs on the coordinate axes define a unique supercyclide patch. In this patch, the opposite conic sections are in perspective with respect to the Laplace points.
The supercyclide patch is a projective translation surface patch and by uniqueness of Lemma 5.4 the projective translation surface patch and the supercyclide patch coincide.
The global construction of supercyclidic nets from two line congruences and two prescribed piecewise conic curves is a special case of the construction presented here.
Projective translation nets in quadrics
Some special families of nets have an interpretation as special nets in quadrics. Circular nets, for example, may also be considered as Q-nets in the Möbius quadric in P(R 4,1 ). Hence multi-circular nets correspond to multi-Q-nets in the same quadric. This motivates the investigation of multi-Q-nets, that is, projective translation nets in quadrics in general.
Let Q ⊂ RP n be a quadric given by a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ·, · on R n+1 and x i,j = p i + q j ∈ R n+1 , i, j ∈ Z be a translation net. The following proposition shows, that the Laplace transforms of a projective translation net in a quadric have to lie in orthogonal subspaces with respect to the bilinear form.
In
Taking the appropriate linear combination of the four equations yields
With the above proposition we can generate a projective translation net in a quadric from two polygons y 1 i and y 2 j in polar subspaces. In the next subsection we describe translations and polar reflections with respect to a symmetric bilinear form. This provides a way to generate multi-Q-nets by orthogonal transformations with respect to a given quadric.
6.1. Translations and projective reflections. Another way to generate projective translation surfaces in quadrics is by particular sets of reflections instead of translations. This will help us understand the geometry of projective translation surfaces in quadrics.
Let Q ⊂ RP n be a quadric given by a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ·, · on R n+1 . Then for every point n ∈ Q we define the reflection with respect to the point n and the polar hyperplane of n with respect to the quadric as follows:
This reflection acts in R n+1 as a translation on points with x, n = const. This allows us to generate a projective translation net in a quadric using reflections through the following Cauchy data.
Theorem 6.2. Let n 1 i , i ∈ Z and n 2 j , j ∈ Z be two polygons with n 1 i , n 2 j = 0 for all i, j ∈ Z and x 00 ∈ Q an initial point. Then the two families of reflections σ 1 i = σ n 1 i and σ 2 j = σ n 2 j generate a projective translation net x ij ∈ Q with homogeneous coordinates
Furthermore, the Laplace transforms of a net defined by reflections are
We observe, that the translations from x 00 → x 10 and from x 01 → x 11 are the same, since n 1 0 , n 2 0 = 0. But this is true for the entire net as n 1 i , n 2 j = 0 for all i, j ∈ Z. The Laplace transforms are the polygons given by
and y
and hence by Theorem 2.4 the net is a projective translation net.
Circular nets
Circular nets are another important family of nets. They are discretizations of surfaces parametrized along principal curvature directions.
In the following we will describe nets in R 3 ∪ {∞}. Generically, the nets will not have vertices at infinity. But for some proofs it is very convenient to map a vertex to infinity and the circles passing through this vertex to lines. A more homogeneous description can be achieved by using S 3 instead. Definition 7.1. A 2-dimensional circular net is a map x : Z 2 → R 3 ∪ {∞} such that the vertices x i,j , x i+1,j , x i+1,j+1 , x i,j+1 lie on a circle.
Remark. As our investigations are motivated by differential geometry we will only consider embedded circular quadrilaterals. In the non-embedded case, there does not exist a smooth limit, which is of central importance in discrete differential geometry. As shown in [6] , the smooth limits of embedded circular nets are surfaces parametrized along principal curvature lines. This analogy is apparent comparing Theorems 7.6 and 7.8.
As in the case of Q-and Q * -nets we define multi-circular nets in the following way. Definition 7.2. A 2-dimensional multi-circular net is a map x : Z 2 → R 3 ∪ {∞} such that for every i 0 = i 1 and j 0 = j 1 the coordinate quadrilaterals
An example of a multi-circular net is a discrete rotational surface shown in Figure 9 . The circularity of quadrilaterals is preserved by Möbius transformations. Hence inverting a rotational surface in a sphere yields another multi-circular net. As we will show in Theorem 7.6, this is already the most general kind of multi-circular net. In particular, Dupin cyclides sampled along the principal curvature lines yield multi-circular nets.
In the following we present two perspectives on circular nets: In Section 7.1 we describe some elementary properties of multi-circular nets in Euclidean 3-space. In the special case of the Möbius quadric in P(R 4,1 ), circular and multi-circular nets are Q-resp. multi-Q-nets in a quadric in the sense of the previous Section 6. This yields a projective point of view on multi-circular nets presented in Section 7.2. 
Elementary properties.
As stated in the Remark at the beginning of Section 7 we are interested in embedded circular nets only. Whether or not a circular quadrilateral is embedded is invariant with respect to Möbius transformations, in particular, sphere inversions. The following Lemma assures that the "large" circles of a multi-circular net are embedded as well if no two adjacent circular quadrilaterals have the same circumcircle, which we always assume without explicitly stating it.
Lemma 7.3. Let x : Z 2 → R 3 ∪ {∞} be a multi-circular net. Then all parameter quadrilaterals are embedded.
Proof. Consider two neighboring circular quadrilaterals of a multi-circular net as shown in Figure 10 (left). An inversion in a sphere centered at x i+1,j+1 maps the two circumcircles onto two straight lines. From the ordering of points we can deduce that the circular quadrilateral x i,j , x i+1,j , x i+1,j+2 , x i,j+2 is embedded. Now it follows by induction that all parameter quadrilaterals are embedded.
Multi-circular nets are special multi-Q-nets, so all edges across a quadrilateral strip intersect in the unique Laplace point. In the circular case, there exists an additional role of the Laplace points. Consider spheres centered at the Laplace points and orthogonal to the circumcircle of a quadrilateral. The inversions in these spheres map the respective opposite edges of the circular quadrilaterals onto each other (and the circumcircle onto itself), see Figure 10 . Since the Laplace points coincide along coordinate strips we obtain the following Lemma, see Figure 10 (left).
Lemma 7.4. For a generic strip of a multi-circular net, there exists a sphere orthogonal to all circles of the strip. The inversion in this sphere maps the two bounding parameter polylines onto each other.
Looking at a single quadrilateral we further observe that the spheres of distinct coordinate directions are orthogonal, see Figure 10 (right).
Lemma 7.5. The orthogonal spheres of distinct coordinate directions are orthogonal to each other.
x i+1,j+1 Proof. Since the centers of the spheres lie in the plane of the quadrilateral, the spheres are orthogonal to the plane. Hence, we only need to consider the configuration of circles in the plane. If we map one of circles to a straight line by an inversion, the quadrilateral becomes a trapezoid and one of the orthogonal circles becomes a line. This line is orthogonal to the other symmetry circle of the trapezoid.
The idea is to use the orthogonal spheres of Lemma 7.5 to classify multi-circular nets. To understand the different families of orthogonal spheres that exist, we move on to a more elaborate model of sphere geometry.
Circular nets as Q-nets in quadrics.
We consider the projective model of Möbius geometry in P(R 4,1 ). A very brief introduction of the necessary projective dictionary of Möbius geometry is given in [9, Sect. 9.3]. A detailed geometric description of Möbius geometry can be found in Blaschke [1, Chp. 2, 3, 6] .
The space R 4,1 is the real vector space R 5 equipped with the following inner product
The Möbius quadric in the corresponding projective space P(R 4,1 ) is given as usual by Q = {[x] ∈ P(R 4,1 ) | x, x = 0} (see Figure 9 , left). With respect to the affine coordinates (
the quadric is the unit 3-sphere. Hence, if we have a (multi-)Q-net in the quadric then it corresponds to a (multi-)circular net in the 3-sphere (see Figure 9 , right). The points s outside the quadric, that is with s, s > 0 represent the 2-spheres in S 3 obtained from the intersection of S 3 with the polar plane {[x] ∈ Q | x, s = 0} of s. The projective reflections discussed in Section 6.1 become sphere inversions in the respective 2-spheres. If we have two spheres represented by points s 1 , s 2 ∈ P(R 4,1 ) then the corresponding spheres intersect orthogonally if s 1 , s 2 = 0.
In Section 6 we have seen that the Laplace transforms of projective translation nets in quadrics lie in orthogonal subspaces. Furthermore, these Laplace transforms can be used to generate the nets by reflections from an initial point on the quadric as stated in Theorem 6.2. So we will classify multi-circular nets by the families of orthogonal spheres and the corresponding orthogonal subspaces in the projective model P(R 4,1 ) of Möbius geometry. Theorem 7.6. Let x : Z 2 → S 3 be a multi-circular net. Then it is obtained by a Möbius transformation of one of the following:
(1) a surface of revolution, (2) a cone, or (3) a cylinder.
Proof. If x is a multi-circular net on S 3 it is lifted to a multi-Q-net in the Möbius quadric in P(R 4,1 ) (see [9, Sect. 9] ). By Proposition 6.1 the Laplace transforms y 1 and y 2 of the net lie in polar subspaces with respect to the Möbius inner product. We denote the subspaces spanned by the Laplace transforms by U 1 = span{y 1 i |i ∈ Z} and U 2 = span{y 2 j | j ∈ Z}. Additionally, by Theorem 6.2, the whole net is generated by the reflections induced by the points of the Laplace transforms. As we are only considering embedded circular quadrilaterals, all Laplace points lie outside the quadric, i.e., the signature is (+). Hence we can classify the nets depending on the signatures of the subspaces (U 1 , U 2 ) of R 4,1 . As the dimension of R 4,1 is five, at least one of the two subspaces has dimension at most two. So we consider the signatures of subspaces of dimensions as most two and their complements:
If one of the spaces is 1-dimensional, then one family of parameter lines is generated by a single reflection. Then the two parameter lines are symmetric with respect to a single sphere. Hence the entire net only consists of a single strip which is contained in a cone.
If one of the spaces is 2-dimensional, then we have to distinguish the following cases:
The subspace of signature (++) is a pencil of spheres passing through a common circle. Looking at a representation in Euclidean space, this circle can be transformed into a line and the spheres passing through the circle become planes passing through this line. Hence the surfaces generated by the reflections in these planes are Möbius equivalent to surfaces of revolution.
• (+−): The subspace of signature (+−) is a hyperbolic pencil of spheres (orthogonal to the set of spheres passing through two points). By a Möbius transformation these spheres can be normalized to concentric spheres. Hence the surfaces are Möbius equivalent to cones.
• (+0): The subspace of signature (+0) corresponds to a pencil of spheres tangent to a plane at a common point. By a Möbius transformation this pencil can be transformed to a family of parallel planes. Hence the surfaces are Möbius equivalent to cylinders.
The exact same family of smooth surfaces is characterized in the Theorem of Vessiot [18, p. 132] stating the isothermic channel surfaces are Möbius transforms of cones, cylinders, or surfaces of revolution. Discrete isothermic nets are circular nets with the additional property, that every vertex and its four diagonal neighbors lie on a common sphere, introduced in [8] . This is obviously satisfied by multi-circular nets, since the four diagonal neighbors lie on a common circle. So we have the following Proposition.
Proposition 7.7. Multi-circular nets are discrete isothermic.
Cauchy data for multi-circular nets. Multi-circular nets can be constructed using Theorem 6.2 and the following initial data:
• Let x 00 ∈ R 3 ∪ {∞} and s 1 i and s 2 j (i, j ∈ Z) be two families of spheres, such that s 1 i and s 2 j intersect orthogonally for all i, j ∈ Z.
Then there exists a unique multi-circular net such that the circles through the vertices (x i,j , x i+1,j , x i+1,j+1 , x i,j+1 ) of the quadrilaterals are orthogonal to the spheres s 1 i and s 2 j . This net is generated by reflecting the initial point x 00 in the respective spheres. That is, x i+1,j is the image of x i,j of the inversion in s 1 i and x i,j+1 is the image of x i,j of the inversion in s 2 j . The two inversions commute, since the spheres of distinct directions intersect orthogonally.
7.3. Piecewise smooth extensions. We start this section with a theorem that characterizes smooth parametrized surfaces with circular parameter rectangles. These surfaces are a suitable circular analog of projective translation surface patches. We will use them for the extension of circular nets. These patches are slightly more general than the Dupin cyclide patches used in [4] . (1) a surface of revolution, (2) a cone, or (3) a cylinder. Furthermore, every pair of principal curvature lines of the same direction can be mapped onto each other by sphere inversions.
Proof. By sampling the given surface x along the parameter lines, we obtain a multicircular net. By Theorem 7.6 the sampled net is Möbius equivalent to a discrete parametrized piece of a surface of revolution, a cone, or a cylinder. In particular there exist two families of sphere inversions that map the discrete parameter lines onto each other. This property is preserved if we consider parameter curves instead of the sampled polygons. Hence for each pair of u-resp. v-lines, there exists a sphere inversion, that maps the pairs of lines onto each other. Furthermore, for a quadrangle bounded by parameter lines, the u-and the v-sphere are orthogonal to each other.
Taking the limit of the quadrangle in one direction shows, that the parameter curves lie on a sphere, that is, are spherical curves. Taking the limit in the other direction preserves the orthogonality and shows that the two spherical curves intersect orthogonally at the limit point of the parameter quadrangle.
Surfaces with planar net quadrangles are projective translation surfaces parametrized along conjugate parameter lines (see [12, Sect. 2] ). In our case, the parameter curves intersect orthogonally, and hence the conjugate parametrization is indeed a curvature line parametrization. Now we can use the same arguments as in the discrete case to classify the possible surfaces in terms of the families of orthogonal spheres.
We call the surfaces characterized in the above Theorem 7.8 Möbius translation surfaces. Similar to Definition 5.3 we define adapted patches for circular nets in Möbius geometry. Definition 7.9. Let x 00 , x 10 , x 11 , x 01 ∈ R 3 ∪ {∞} be a circular quadrilateral and f : [0, 1] 2 → R 3 ∪{∞} be a Möbius translation surface patch. Then the patch is adapted to the quadrilateral if the four corners of the patch coincide with the corners of the quadrilateral, i.e.
We want to construct a Möbius translation surface patch adapted to a given circular quadrilateral.
Lemma 7.10. Let x : {0, 1} 2 → R 3 be a circular quadrilateral. Further let p 0 : [0, 1] → R 3 be a spherical curve on a sphere Q u with p 0 (i) = x i,0 , (i ∈ {0, 1}) and q 0 : [0, 1] → R 3 a circular arc with q 0 (j) = x 0,j , (j ∈ {0, 1}) such that the arc q 0 is orthogonal to Q u . Then there exists a unique Möbius translation surface patch adapted to the quadrilateral x with f (u, 0) = p 0 (u) and f (0, v) = q 0 (v).
Proof. Let R 2 be the sphere centered at the Laplace point y 2 orthogonal to the circle of the quadrilateral. Depending on the intersection of Q u and R 2 we can normalize the configuration by an inversion such that Q u and R 2 become:
(1) two planes through a common line, if Q u ∩ R 2 is a circle, (2) two concentric spheres, if Q u ∩ R 2 is empty, or (3) two parallel planes, if Q u ∩ R 2 is a point. In case (1), normalization yields two planes P u and P 2 through a common line = P u ∩P 2 . (The images of the curve and the circular arc after normalization will be denoted p 0 and q 0 .) Since after the normalization the planes P u and P 2 are (still) orthogonal to the circular arc q 0 , the axis passes through the center of the circle defined by q 0 . By rotating the curve p 0 along q 0 around the axis we obtain the Möbius translation surface adapted to the normalized quadrilateral. By similar arguments, cases (2) and (3) yield a cone and a cylinder, respectively.
Reversing the normalization yields the desired surface patch.
The above Lemma exhibits an asymmetry between the u-and the v-direction due to the asymmetry of the Möbius translational surface patches. In the following we will focus on special Möbius translational surface patches given by two circular arcs. Proof. The two circular arcs define two one parameter families (pencils) of spheres containing the arcs. In the pencil through p 0 (resp. q 0 ) there exists exactly one sphere Q u (resp. Q v ) that is orthogonal to the other circular arc. By Lemma 7.5 there exist two spheres R 1 and R 2 centered at the Laplace points y 1 and y 2 with orthogonal intersection. We will show that at least one of the spheres Q u or Q v intersects the corresponding Laplace sphere R 2 or R 1 . The intersection will allow us to construct a Möbius transformation of a rotational surface adapted to the circular quadrilateral, which is the unique Dupin cyclide.
Mapping the point x 0,0 to infinity by a Möbius transformation, the spheres Q u and Q v become planes that intersect orthogonally and the circumcircle of the quadrilateral becomes a line intersecting these planes in x 1,0 and x 0,1 , respectively. Additionally, the centers of the spheres R 1 and R 2 become x 1,0 and x 0,1 , respectively, and the circles containing p 0 resp. q 0 become lines through x 1,0 resp. x 0,1 . In the plane spanned by the line p 0 and the point x 0,1 we see that one of the Laplace spheres R 2 or R 1 intersects the corresponding plane Q u or Q v .
Without loss of generality, we assume that R 2 ∩ Q u = ∅. Mapping a point on the intersection to infinity allows us to construct a rotational surface patch adapted to the circular quadrilateral. Since the generating meridian is the Möbius transform of a circular arc the resulting patch of the surface of revolution is a piece of a Dupin cyclide.
This patch is unique by Lemma 7.10 and is exactly the Dupin cyclide patch used in [4] . Now consider adapted surface patches of two neighboring quadrilaterals. To have a continuous join, the two adapted surface patches need to share a common boundary spherical curve. For each of the patches, there exists a sphere containing the boundary curve, that intersects the resp. patch orthogonally. If the spheres of the two patches coincide, then the two curves even share the same tangent planes.
This allows us to construct smooth extensions of circular nets from Cauchy data.
Cauchy data for smooth extension of circular nets. Given a circular net with C 1 -circular arc splines along the coordinate axes that intersect orthogonally at the origin. Then we can construct a unique piecewise smooth extension by Dupin cyclide patches.
Every circular quadrilateral gives rise to two reflections by Lemma 7.5 that may be used to propagate the circular arc splines to all edges of the entire circular net.
Claim: The C 1 -condition at the vertices is preserved by the propagation of the circular arc splines:
Proof. Without loss of generality, consider two circular arcs of the first direction of neighboring quadrilaterals with common tangent at the common vertex. Then there exists a unique sphere through the two common vertices which is orthogonal to this common tangent. The reflections in the two Laplace spheres of the second direction are orthogonal to this sphere. Hence the reflected circular arcs are both orthogonal to this sphere and their tangents pass through its center. So the tangents have to coincide and the reflected arcs join nicely.
With all circular arcs associated with the edges of the net we can construct the patches for all the quadrilaterals by Corollary 7.11. The intersections of the tangents to opposite circular arcs are the centers of the orthogonal spheres containing the boundary curves. As remarked above, this implies, that the neighboring patches have the same tangent planes along the common boundary curve. Hence all the patches join nicely and we obtain a piecewise smooth cyclidic net.
Conical nets
As in the previous discussion of multi-circular nets we start with describing properties of multi-conical nets in R 3 first. Definition 8.1. A 2-dimensional discrete conical net is a discrete Q * -net P : Z 2 → {planes in R 3 } such that the four planes of an elementary quadrilateral are tangent to a common cone of revolution.
The normals of the tangent planes of a cone of revolution lie on a circle. Hence a Q * -net P is conical if and only if the normals of the planes of P , that is, the Gauss map of P , is a circular net in S 2 . Definition 8.2. A 2-dimensional multi-conical net is a map P : Z 2 → {planes in R 3 } such the four planes P i 0 ,j 0 , P i 1 ,j 0 , P i 1 ,j 1 , P i 0 ,j 1 are tangent to a cone of revolution for all i 0 , i 1 , j 0 , j 1 ∈ Z.
With the above observation on the circularity of the Gauss map of a conical net this yields a nice connection to multi-circular nets.
Lemma 8.3. Let P : Z 2 → {planes in R 3 } be a 2-dimensional multi Q * -net. Then P is a multi-conical net if and only if the Gauss map of P is a multi-circular net in S 2 .
This allows us to use a classification similar to the one of multi-circular nets of Theorem 7.6 to classify the Gauss maps of multi-conical nets.
Theorem 8.4 (Gauß maps of multi-conical nets). Let x : Z 2 → S 2 be a multi-circular net. Then it is a Möbius transform of one of the following:
• a symmetric strip with respect to the equator, • a net of revolution, or • the inverse stereographic projection of an orthogonal grid.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 7.6 we classify the nets by different decompositions of R 3,1 into polar subspaces in the projective model of Möbius geometry. If one of the spaces has dimension one then we may normalize the corresponding circle to be the equator. Then the net is symmetric with respect to this equator and the odd resp. even vertices of the net coincide in the corresponding direction.
Assume that both spaces of the polar decomposition have (a least) dimension two. Then we obtain the following cases:
• The signatures of the polar subspaces U 1 and U 2 are (++) and (+−), respectively. The circles corresponding to the points in U 1 all pass through two points on the sphere. We can normalize this family such that the common points of the circles are antipodal points on S 2 . Then the circles in the corresponding pencil become great circles through the antipodal points and the circles of the other become horizontal parallel circles. Thus the net generated by the inversions in the circles of the two families is a rotational net.
• If the signatures of both of the polar subspaces is (+0), then all circles pass through one point N . Additionally, the circles of the families are touching a pair of orthogonal lines in this point. By a stereographic projection from N the two families of circles become families of orthogonal lines in the plane. Hence the net is the image of an inverse stereographic projection of an orthogonal net in the plane.
If we polarize a (multi-)Q net with respect to the sphere S 2 we obtain a Q * -net. In particular, if we polarize a multi-circular net contained in the sphere we obtain a multiconical net P with planes tangent to the sphere. We will call a multi-conical net whose planes are tangent to the sphere a spherical multi-conical net, see Figure 12 left. By using the above classification of multi-circular nets in S 2 we obtain the following classification of multi-conical nets. Theorem 8.5. Let P : Z 2 → {planes in R 3 } be a Q * -net. Then P is a multi-conical net if and only if it is parallel to a spherical multi-conical net. Furthermore, the spherical multi-conical net is the polar of its Gauss map.
Proof. If P is a multi-conical net, then its Gauss map is a multi-circular net in S 2 and its polar is a spherical multi-conical net parallel to the original net.
For the converse, let S be a spherical multi-conical net. A multi-conical net is a special kind of multi-Q * -net and hence all parameter polygons are planar. Now let P be a parallel mesh of S. Since the planes of P are parallel to the corresponding planes of S, the edges of P are also parallel to the edges of S. But the parameter polygons of S are planar. Hence the parameter polygons of P are also planar and P is a multi-Q * -net. Additionally, the Gauss maps of P and S coincide. But as S is a multi-conical net, its Gauss map is a multi-circular net and hence the parallel net P (with the same Gauss map) is multi-conical. See Figure 12 for an illustration. Remark 8.6 (Projective geometry perspective). Multi-conical nets can also be considered as multi-Q-nets in the Blaschke cylinder model S 2 × R of Laguerre geometry. Then they can be characterized and constructed using the general approach presented in Section 6. In particular, we can use Laguerre reflections and one initial oriented plane to generate arbitrary multi-conical nets as described in Theorem 6.2.
To complete the picture, we characterize surface patches parametrized by a multi-conical net. Consider a surface patch x : [0, 1] 2 → R 3 with Gauß map n : [0, 1] 2 → R 3,1 in homogeneous coordinates, i.e., n, n 3,1 = n 1 2 + n 2 2 + n 3 2 − n 4 2 = 0. Further let the tangent planes be given by the equations n 1 x 1 + n 2 x 2 + n 3 x 3 = d. Combining the Gauß map n and the distance d, we obtain homogeneous tangent plane coordinates t : [0, 1] 2 → R 5 with t = (n, d) ∈ R 5 . (This is actually the description of the surface in terms of tangent planes in the Blaschke cylinder model of Laguerre geometry. Oriented planes correspond to points in the degenerate quadric associated to the bilinear form (n, d), (n, d) 3,1,1 = n 1 2 + n 2 2 + n 3 2 − n 4 2 in R 3,1,1 .) Theorem 8.7. Let x : [0, 1] 2 → R 3 be a parametrized surface patch such that the tangent planes of every parameter quadrilateral intersect in a point. Then the patch is parametrized along planar principal curvature lines. In particular, the Gauß map of the parameter lines consists of orthogonally intersecting circles and the homogeneous tangent plane coordinates form a projective translation surface in the quadric in R 3,1,1 , i.e., t = (
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 7.8 consider discrete multi-conical nets sampled from the smooth surface.
Multi-conical nets are in particular, multi-Q * -nets. So if we take the limit of a multi-Q * -net sampled on the surface, we observe, that the parameter lines are planar conjugate lines. Furthermore, sampling the Gauß map of the surface yields a multi-circular net in S 2 by Lemma 8.3. Hence the parameter lines of the Gauß map belong to orthogonally intersecting circles. But for each parameter line the plane containing the line and the plane containing the corresponding circle of the Gauß map are parallel. Hence the parameter lines are principal curvature lines.
The special type of parametrization can for example be found in [1, §64] .
A geometric description of the surfaces characterized in the above theorem is given in [1, §64] . In the language of surface transformations these surfaces are Combescure transformations of Dupin cyclides.
Discrete extensions
In this section we present a new approach to the extension of discrete nets. Previously, we have always investigated the smooth extension of discrete nets, but here we would like to advocate a purely discrete point of view, that will lead to smooth extensions in the limit. This extension of discrete nets by discrete multi-nets may also be interpreted as an interpolatory subdivision scheme.
In contrast to previous subdivision schemes, we attach adapted multi-nets to the faces of a given net and obtain an interpolatory subdivision scheme that preserves the structure of the underlying nets. More precisely, the extension of Q-nets by multi-Q-nets will still be a Q-net and the extension of a circular net by a multi-circular net will produce "finer" circular nets. In particular, we can refine our subdivision scheme arbitrarily and will obtain surfaces that interpolate the initial mesh. The smoothness of the interpolating surface depends on the chosen subdivision.
The basis of the discrete extensions is a discrete analog of the smooth extension by projective translation surface patches described in Lemma 5.4. Proposition 9.1. Let Q ⊂ RP 3 be a planar quadrilateral with Laplace points y 1 and y 2 and n ∈ N with n ≥ 3. Further let p 0 , p 1 and q 0 , q 1 be two pairs of polylines with n vertices attached to the vertices of the quadrilateral as shown in Figure 13 such that p 0 and p 1 (q 0 and q 1 ) are in perspective with respect to y 2 (resp. y 1 ). Then there exists a unique adapted multi-Q-net f : [0, . . . , n] 2 → RP 3 such that
, n] and j ∈ {0, 1}, and • f (i, ) = q i ( ) for all ∈ [0, . . . , n] and i ∈ {0, 1}. The proof can be performed in exactly the same way as the proof of the smooth analog Lemma 5.4 by normalizing the homogeneous coordinates of the polylines at the edges.
Then the discrete extension can be used to implement a subdivision scheme in the following way:
(1) Attach polygons to all the edges of a Q-net such that polygons of opposite edges of a quadrilateral are in perspective with respect to the corresponding Laplace points. (2) Add a multi-Q-patch for each net quadrilateral to obtain a finer net. Figure 13 shows two steps of extension where we added two additional vertices along each edge.
The following examples illustrate different uses of the degrees of freedom of the general subdivision. Then the multi-Q-nets attached to every quadrilateral are the control meshes of supercyclide surface patches. Hence using De Casteljau's Algorithm we obtain a supercyclidic net. The C 1 -smoothness follows from the collinearity condition of the first and the last vertex of adjacent polylines along coordinate directions.
Example 2. We can also vary the number of vertices of the polylines attached to the edges of the base net to control the "smoothness". If we subdivide the net with only a few vertices in one direction and many vertices in the other, then we obtain a net that consists of developable strips (see Figure 14) .
We leave further studies of the proposed structure-preserving subdivision schemes, which will include shape control and multiresolution modeling techniques, for future research.
Multi line congruences
In this section we follow the same approach for line congruences as for nets previously. The line congruences we are interested in are line congruences in quadrics, in particular, line congruences in the Lie and the Plücker quadrics. These isotropic line congruences represent principal contact element nets in Lie-sphere resp. Plücker line geometries. In other words, all lines associated with parameter lines intersect mutually. Hence, all lines i,j 0 , (i ∈ Z) lie in a common plane, or pass through a common point. In Sections 10.1, and 10.2 we will use multi line congruences in the corresponding quadrics to characterize special principal contact element nets in Lie sphere and Plücker line geometries.
10.1. Line congruences in the Lie quadric. We will consider multi-line congruences in the Lie quadric L 4,2 in the projective model of Lie sphere geometry in P(R 4,2 ). An isotropic line in the Lie quadric corresponds to a pencil of oriented spheres describing a contact element. Due to the signature of the Lie quadric of (4, 2) we are able to generate isotropic multi congruences in terms of points on the quadric, i.e., oriented spheres in S 3 .
Lemma 10.2. Let : Z 2 → {lines in L 4,2 } be a generic isotropic multi line congruence. Then there exist points s 1 i and s 2 j in L 4,2 such that i,j = span{s 1 i , s 2 j }, for all i, j ∈ Z. Furthermore, the subspaces span{s 1 i | i ∈ Z} and span{s 2 j | j ∈ Z} spanned by the two families of points are orthogonal.
Proof. Consider three isotropic lines i 0 ,j 0 , i 1 ,j 0 , and i 2 ,j 0 , associated with points on one parameter polygon. According to Definition 10.1, the three lines intersect mutually and thus lie in a plane spanned by these lines or intersect in a common point. If i 0 ,j 0 , i 1 ,j 0 , and i 2 ,j 0 would lie in one plane, then this plane would have to be isotropic. But the Lie quadric does not contain isotropic planes. Hence the three lines intersect in one point denoted by s 1 i 0 . In the generic case, the lines i 0 ,j will span a subspace of dimension at least three, which implies that all the lines i 0 ,j have to pass through the same point s 1 i 0 . The same argument applies to the second direction, and hence we obtain the common point s 2 j for all j ∈ Z. In terms of oriented spheres and contact elements, the above lemma states, that the contact elements i,j are generated by the touching spheres s 1 i and s 2 j for all i, j ∈ Z. Similar to the characterization of multi-Q-nets in the Möbius quadric the characterization of isotropic multi congruences is based on the decomposition of a projective space into polar subspaces. Proof. By Lemma 10.2 the isotropic multi line congruence is generated by two orthogonal families of spheres s 1 i , i ∈ Z and s 2 j , j ∈ Z with s 1 i ⊥ s 2 j for all i, j ∈ Z. Let S 1 = span{s 1 i } and S 2 = span{s 2 j }. The only interesting case occurs, if both S 1 ∩ L 4,2 and S 2 ∩ L 4,2 contain more than two spheres. This happens if and only if the signature of the two polar subspaces is (++−) (all other cases can also easily be analyzed). But this characterizes exactly the contact elements of Dupin cyclides along curvature lines.
10.2.
Line congruences in the Plücker quadric. In this section we characterize multi line congruences in Plücker line geometry using the Plücker quadric L 3,3 in P (R 3,3 ). This case differs a little from the Lie geometric characterization since the Plücker quadric contains isotropic planes, namely α-and β-planes. , for all i, j ∈ Z. Furthermore, the subspaces span{g 1 i | i ∈ Z} and span{g 2 j | j ∈ Z} spanned by the two families of points are orthogonal.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as for Lemma 10.2, except that we have to discuss the cases of planar families of lines: The Plücker quadric contains two kinds of isotropic planes, i.e., contact elements with a common plane or contact elements with a common point. In these cases the entire net will degenerate to a planar net, or a point and are hence excluded.
As we have excluded the cases introduced by isotropic planes, the characterization of multi congruences in the Plücker quadric is exactly analogous to the Lie quadric case. Theorem 10.5. A generic multi line congruence in the Plücker quadric consists of contact elements to a hyperboloid (doubly ruled quadric).
